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Abstract—This paper presents several distributed algorithms that cause a token to continually circulate through all the nodes of a

mobile ad hoc network. An important application of such algorithms is to ensure total order of message delivery in a group

communication service. Some of the proposed algorithms are aware of, and adapt to changes in, the ad hoc network topology. When

using a token circulation algorithm, a round is said to complete when every node has been visited at least once. Criteria for comparing

the algorithms include the average time required to complete a round, number of bytes sent per round, and number of nodes visited per

round. Comparison between the proposed algorithms is performed using simulation results obtained from a detailed simulation model

(with ns-2 simulator). We also give a rigorous worst-case analysis of the proposed LR algorithm, which gives the best overall

performance in the simulation.

Index Terms—Mobile ad hoc networks, token circulation, distributed system.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THIS paper presents several distributed algorithms that
cause a token to continually circulate through all the

nodes of a mobile ad hoc network. An important applica-
tion of such algorithms is to ensure total order of message
delivery in a group communication service [5].

Mobile ad hoc networks are formed by a collection of,
potentially mobile, wireless nodes; communication links
form and disappear as nodes come into and go out of each
other’s communication range. Such networks have many
practical applications, including home networking, perso-
nal area networking, search-and-rescue, and military
operations. Wireless networking has received a boost from
the development of standards such as IEEE 802.11 and
Bluetooth. These wireless technologies can potentially be
utilized to implement wireless ad hoc networks.

Mobile ad hoc networking has been an active research
area. Much of this activity has focused on the design of
routing and medium access control protocols since effi-
ciency of these protocols can have a significant impact on
performance. However, there has been less work on the
development of distributed services for mobile ad hoc
networks, such as group communication.

A group communication service forms an important
building block for applications in dynamic distributed
systems and is useful in many applications that involve
collaborations among a group of people (e.g., a whiteboard
application). A group communication service can be used
by an application designer as a high-level service, allowing
the application to remain oblivious to details of the dynamic

network environment. The key features of a group commu-
nication service are: 1) maintaining information regarding
group membership (who is in a group and who is not), and
2) letting nodes within a group communicate with each
other in an ordered manner—many types of orders are
useful, including total order (wherein all nodes in a group
receive all messages in an identical order) [5].

The group communication problem becomes especially
difficult in a mobile ad hoc environment wherein links can
repeatedly fail and recover. There has been significant
research activity on group communication in traditional
wired networks (see Section 2). The vast body of this
research is an indicator of the significance of the group
communication service paradigm. Group communication
services have been successfully used in the past as building
blocks and abstractions for implementing distributed tasks.
Past work on total ordering has yielded several approaches
which use a token to implement the total order. These
algorithms have two flavors:

. As exemplified by the algorithms in [24], [3], totally
ordered message delivery is achieved by continually
circulating a token through all the nodes of the
network in a virtual ring. The token circulates around
the virtual ring carrying a sequence number. When a
node receives the token, it assigns sequence numbers
(carried with the the token) to its messages and then
multicasts the messages to the group members. The
sequence number carried in the token is incremented
once for each message sent by the node holding the
token. Since the messages are assigned globally
unique sequence numbers, total order can be
achieved. (Additional mechanisms are needed de-
pending on the desired level of reliability.)

. In the above approach, each message is multicast by
the sender node, tagged with a sequence number
obtained from the token. An alternative approach
[15], [10] is to store the messages in the token
itself—since the token visits all nodes in a virtual
ring, the messages will eventually reach all the
nodes, the order in which messages are added to the
token determining the order in which they are
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delivered to the nodes. Clearly, this approach would
result in large tokens (since messages are carried in
the token itself).

Both these approaches depend on the existence of a
virtual ring in the network. But, the prior work has not
sufficiently addressed the issue of determining efficient
embeddings of rings (around which a token may be
circulated) in networks with dynamically changing topol-
ogy. Past theoretical work on ring embeddings assumes
specific target topologies (e.g., [27]); we are not aware of
any work on embedding rings in arbitrary dynamic
topologies.

In this paper, we will consider mechanisms for finding
approximations to a virtual ring that change dynamically as
the topology changes and that are efficient according to
certain metrics. Since token circulation around a virtual ring
is a useful component of many existing group communica-
tion mechanisms for wired networks, we will consider ways
of improving the performance of such mechanisms in
mobile ad hoc networks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
summarizes the related work, Section 3 describes the
performance measures that we study, the algorithms are
presented in Section 4, the simulation results appear in
Section 5, an analysis of the LR algorithm is given in
Section 6, and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

As mentioned earlier, the majority of the past research in
the area of ad hoc and packet radio networks has focused
on routing and medium access control protocols.

Group communication has been well-studied for static,
wired networks, with results ranging from commercial
systems to theoretical impossibility proofs. Originally,
group communication services were designed for local area
networks (e.g., Isis [5]). In considering how to extend such
services to large-scale distributed systems, the key new
issue is how to handle partitions, which are now much
more likely to occur due to failures of links and nodes [2].
Many papers have presented algorithms to deliver mes-
sages in various consistent orders within groups, either on
top of a layer that deals with membership and view issues,
or intertwined with them (e.g., [3], [12], [16], [9], [20]).

Baldi and Ofek [4] compare sending multicast messages
over a tree versus a ring embedded in a network for real-
time systems. They do not discuss how to find the
embeddings. For their comparisons, the ring is obtained
by going twice around a spanning tree of the network and
ignoring repeated nodes. Their results show that the ring is
actually better than the tree in some situations. Their results
indicate that it is worth investigating ring embeddings in ad
hoc networks.

A few papers have looked at the problems involved in
group communication for mobile cellular environments,
which have mobile hosts and mobile support station
infrastructure. Cho and Birman [8] describes enhancements
to the ISIS group communication system to handle mobile
clients. An algorithm to ensure message delivery in causal
order is described by Prakash et al. [23]. El-Gendy et al. [14]
present a model based on the two-tiered approach for
providing group communication. The multicast problem for
mobile hosts has been studied in [28], [1].

There is less work on token passing in mobile ad hoc
networks (one exception is [13]). However, Prakash and

Baldoni [22] describe a multilevel architecture for use in
various types of mobile environment, including ad hoc
networks, and show how a three-round group membership
protocol can be used to construct groups, i.e., for group
membership. Their paper does not address how to achieve
totally ordered message delivery.

Team [25] presents an algorithm that circulates a software

agent (analogous to our token) to collect information about

network topology. The procedure used by agents to travel

through the network is analogous to the LF algorithm

described later in this paper. It is worth noting that the

proposed LR algorithm (described later) performs better

than algorithm LF.

3 PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Before presenting our performance measures, we define
some terminology used later in the paper. When we say that
a token visits a node, it implies that the token is received by
the group communication service running on that node. On
the other hand, when we say a token is routed by a node, it
means that the network layer at that node simply relayed,
or forwarded, the token to another node. A token may be
routed by a node without visiting that node. We define a
round to be a minimal length execution sequence in which
each node is visited at least once. The following are the
performance measures that we will apply to our algorithms:

. Round length. The length of a round is the number
of node visits made by the token in one round. Note
that, in general, a given node may be visited
multiple times in a round. (Of course, by the
definition of a round, there must be at least one
node that is visited exactly once within a round.)

. Message overhead measured as number of bytes sent
per round. This overhead measures the overhead due
to all packets transmitted to complete one round. If
the packet takes multiple hops to reach a destination,
the bytes required to transmit the packet on each
hop are counted. If any packet is lost and needs to be
retransmitted, the retransmissions are counted as
well. Similarly, the overhead of sending control
packets in the medium access control protocol is also
included in the message overhead (in our simula-
tions, we use the IEEE 802.11 wireless medium
access protocol).

. Time overhead measured as time required to complete
a round. The time required to complete a round is the
duration of time from when the last node in the
previous round is visited until when the last node in
the current round is visited.

4 TOKEN CIRCULATION ALGORITHMS

Let us first consider what would happen if the token
circulation algorithm were to ignore the network topology
and choose an arbitrary order to visit the nodes. For
instance, in a ring consisting of nodes 1, 3, 5, 2, 6, 4, 1, if the
nodes are visited in the order 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; . . . ,
then between any two consecutive visits, the token takes
several hops—in this case, although the length of the round
is 6 (which is optimal), message overhead is large (since
each node visit requires the token to take several hops). On
the other hand, visiting the nodes in the order
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1; 3; 5; 2; 6; 4; 1; 3; 5; 2; 6; 4 . . .

still results in the optimal length, but lower message
overhead. Thus, the latter visit order should be preferred.
However, if the visit order is chosen without taking the
topology into account, in general, the algorithm will not
typically choose the best possible order of visits.

The above example suggests that it is useful to utilize
network topology information in determining the order in
which nodes are visited. However, knowledge of the
network topology, particularly in mobile environments, is
expensive to achieve. Therefore, in this paper, we explore
token circulation algorithms which use only local neighbor-
hood information and also consider an algorithm that does
not use any topology information.

One simple approach for keeping track of neighbors is by
means of “hello” messages (e.g., [6])—each node periodi-
cally broadcasts a hello message, the period being referred to
as the hello interval. Each node i assumes that a node j is its
neighbor if node i has recently received a hellomessage from
j. On the other hand, if node i does not receive a hello from
node k for a “hello threshold” number of consecutive hello
intervals, then i assumes that k is not its neighbor. The hello
mechanism may be implemented as a part of the group
communication service, or alternatively, this information
may be obtained by the network layer and made available to
the group communication service via a system call.

The algorithms that we have explored are characterized
by the following parameters, which control how the node
holding the token determines the next node to be visited by
the token—the letters in the parentheses in each item below
will be used to form the abbreviated names of proposed
algorithms, as described later:

. Local (L) versus Global (G). In local algorithms, the
next node to send the token to is chosen from among
the nodes that are believed to be neighbors of the
node possessing token. A global algorithm may
direct the token towards any node in the network.

. Recency (R) versus Frequency (F). In case of recency
algorithms, the decision on the next recipient of the
token is based on how recently the nodes have had
the token. In case of frequency algorithms, the
decision is based on how frequently the nodes have
had the token.

. Visiting “next” node on route to a desired destination (N).
This variation is only relevant for global algorithms.
Once a desired destination has been determined by a
global algorithm, there are two possibilities: 1) the
token is sent directly to the chosen destination—other
nodes on the route to this destination will route the
token, but the token will not visit these intermediate
nodes. 2) Alternatively, the current token-holder may
send the token to the next node on the route to the
chosen destination—effectively, the token will visit
all nodes on the route to the chosen destination. In
order to implement the second mechanism, the
network layer must be able to provide to the
application layer the identity of the next node on
the route to the desired destination.

Fig. 1 shows six algorithms that are obtained using
the above variations. The first six algorithms follow the
same framework: The token carries with it some “count”

information for each node in the system. When a node
receives the token, it chooses the next recipient of the
token using this count information, updates its own
count information in the token, and sends the token to
the chosen next recipient. The criteria for choosing the
next token recipient and updating the count depend on
the particular algorithm. We first summarize the possi-
bilities for these two procedures, followed by a more
detailed discussion of each algorithm evaluated in the
paper:

. Updating the counts. The token carries a vector
containing a count for each node. The recency and
frequency algorithms update the count information in
the token differently, as described next.

For recency algorithms, the count for node i (as
stored in the token) represents the last “time” when
node iwas visited. “Time” in this case represents the
total number of visits made by the token. The token
carries a time variable, in addition to the counts. The
time variable is initialized to 0 and then incremented
by 1 each time the token visits a node. Consider a
node v. Assume that on a particular token visit to
node v, the time variable in the token is incremented
to 15. Then, the count for node v (as stored in the
token) will be updated to be 15 as well.

For frequency algorithms, the count for node i is
the number of times the token has visited node i.
Each node maintains a local variable to store the
number of token visits made to that node. Each time
the token visits a node, the node increments its local
counter by 1, and the new value is also stored in the
node’s count in the token. Thus, the token, at all
times, contains the number of visits made by the
token to each node.

. Choosing the next token recipient: For choosing the next
recipient, local algorithms are only allowed to
consider nodes that are currently believed to be the
token-holder’s neighbors, whereas global algorithms
are allowed to consider all nodes. In most of our
algorithms, the next recipient is the node, among
those allowed to be considered, with the smallest
count value, ties being broken either arbitrarily or by
using some other criteria (specified later). The
exception to this rule is the global algorithm that
visits intermediate nodes, in which case the next
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destination is actually the neighbor of the current
token-holder that is on the path to the node with the
smallest count.

The token contains one count for each node in the network;
each count can potentially grow without bound, although
overflow is unlikely with, say, 64 bits allocated per count.

Now, we discuss each proposed algorithm individually.

4.1 Algorithm Local-Frequency (LF)

The Local-Frequency (LF) algorithm keeps track of how
many times each node has been visited and sends the token
to the least frequently visited neighbor of the token-holder.
To implement this algorithm, the count, for each node, as
stored in the token, contains the number of past token visits
to that node.

Note that, since the token-holder may not have a precise
knowledge of its neighbors, occasionally the chosen node
may no longer be its neighbor. To protect against the
potential loss of the token in such cases, we use a TCP
connection to deliver the token. The TCP protocol, running
on top of a unicast routing protocol for ad hoc networks,
will eventually deliver the token to the intended recipient
(provided that the recipient is not partitioned away). This
approach is used for all our algorithms. (In our simulations,
the Dynamic Source Routing [18] protocol is used for
routing in ad hoc networks.)

The following argument proves that if there is no
mobility and the topology is connected, then the LF
algorithm ensures that every node is visited infinitely often,
i.e., there is no starvation. Suppose in contradiction that
there is starvation in some execution. Let S be the set of
starved nodes and F be the set of nonstarved nodes (those
that get the token infinitely often). Note that F cannot be
empty; if it were, S would contain all the nodes and the
token would have nowhere to be. Consider the situation
after the last time that any node in S gets the token. Since
the topology graph is connected, there exists a node x that
has at least one node in S as a neighbor. Eventually, when x
gets the token, it sees one of its neighbors, y, in S as its least
frequently visited neighbor and sends the token to y, a
contradiction.

However, the LF algorithm has the unfortunate property
that the round length can increase without bound in certain
network topologies, even if there is no mobility. For
example, consider the network shown in Fig. 2. Suppose
that, initially, the token resides at node 1. Assume that the
LF algorithm breaks ties in favor of the neighboring node
with the smallest identifier. In this case, it is easy to verify
that the length of a round will grow unboundedly with
time, when using the LF algorithm. In particular, it can be
shown by induction on i that the length of round 2i is 3 � 2i
and the length of round 2iþ 1 is 3 � 2iþ1 � 5.

4.2 Algorithm Local-Recency (LR)

The Local-Recency (LR) algorithm is similar to LF, except
that the least recently visited neighbor of the token-holder is

chosen as the next recipient of the token. To implement this
algorithm, the count for each node, as stored in the token,
contains the “time” (as defined earlier) when the node was
last visited by the token.

A similar argument to that for LF shows that there is no
starvation in the case of static connected topologies. In fact,
the behavior of LR is much better than that of LF on the
static graph in Fig. 2—it ensures a round length that is
never more than seven.

In any static connected graph, a round length of at most
2n, where n is the number of nodes in the graph, can be
achieved if the nodes are visited according to a spanning tree
of the graph, backtracking where necessary. The LR
algorithm attempts to improve on this round length by
taking advantage of cycles to avoid the backtracking. Our
simulation results in Section 5 show that, in most topologies,
the LR algorithm succeeds in improving on the 2n bound.
However, there do exist graphs (see Section 6) on which the
LR algorithm has a round length exponential in n.

4.3 Global Algorithms

In these algorithms, the token is sent to the node that has
been recently visited the least (in algorithm GR) or least
frequently (in algorithm GF) among all the nodes in the
system, not just among the token-holder’s neighbors.

When using the GR algorithm, ties will occur only
during the first round and, subsequently, the count values
for the different nodes will always be distinct. However, ties
may potentially occur at any time when using the GF
algorithm. If ties are broken arbitrarily when using GF as
well, then GF and GR would perform similar to each other.
To explore algorithm behavior further, in our simulation of
GF, when breaking such ties, we favor nodes that are the
token-holder’s neighbors. In more detail, preference is
given to neighbor nodes over nonneighbor nodes, with
remaining ties broken arbitrarily. Thus, this tie-breaker
procedure for GF needs the hello mechanism to maintain
neighborhood information.

When using both the GR and GF algorithms, the number
of nodes visited in each round (i.e., round length) is equal to
the number of nodes in the network. It is easy to see that,
with the GR algorithm, the token visits nodes in the same
order in each round. On the other hand, this is not
necessarily true for the GF algorithm. For instance, consider
nodes A, B, and C that are fully connected. In this case,
when using algorithm GF, the token may visit the nodes in
the order ABCBACABCBAC...—here, in some rounds, the
token visits the nodes in order ABC while in other rounds,
the order is BAC.

4.4 Global Algorithms with Next

These algorithms first determine the node with the smallest
count value from among all nodes in the network. Recall
that the counts are included in the token. Then, the token is
sent to the neighbor of the token-holder on the route to the
node with the smallest count. These algorithms require the
ability to query the network layer to determine the neighbor
on the route to a given destination. We present simulation
results only for GRN, since our experiments showed that
GFN on the average performs very poorly. The reason for
the poor performance of GFN is that, since the intermediate
nodes are also visited, there typically is a node, say x,
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whose frequency value becomes much higher than the rest.
Then, the other nodes are visited many times before x is
visited again, causing a large round length.

4.5 Algorithm Iterative Search (IS)

We also considered an algorithm (named Iterative Search)
that tries to learn from the past to improve future
performance of the algorithm. Such algorithms can improve
performance when the time spent by the network in a given
topology increases. Our algorithm tries to find a Hamilto-
nian path in the network if there exists one.

Pseudocode for the iterative search algorithm appears in
Appendix A. Here, we explain the algorithm briefly.

Each node in the network maintains information about
the paths that the token takes when it passes through all of
its neighbors. The information is in terms of a single
distance value for each of its neighbors. The distance value
represents a likelihood of the path to the neighbor being
part of a Hamiltonian path. The lower the value, more the
likelihood. When a node x receives the token from a
neighbor y and if x thinks that this edge lies on a
Hamiltonian path, then it will record the distance for y as
0, otherwise, it will record the distance indicated to it by y
(this distance will be some positive value greater than 0).
When a node x forwards a token to another of its neighbors,
say z, x will record the distance for z as 0 unless it knows
that z no longer lies on a Hamiltonian path. If z is not on a
Hamiltonian path, then it will compute the distance which x
and z will record. If a Hamiltonian path exists in the
network, each node will eventually have two of its
neighboring distance values equal to 0. One of the
neighbors will be the one from which the node receives
the token and the other one will be the one to which the
node will forward the token.

Initially, the distance value of all the neighbors at each
node is set to a large value (MAXVALUE). The node that
starts the token passing chooses any one of its neighbors
and updates the distance to that neighbor to be 0. The node
which receives the token, updates the distance for the node
from which it received it, and sees if there is any neighbor
which has not been visited. If there exists one, then the
distance to that node is set to 0 and the token is sent to that
node. If there exists no such node and the round is not yet
over (i.e., there is at least one unvisited node unreachable
from it), the node will increment the distance by 1 for the
node from which it received the token and send it to it. The
token will have the new distance. The distance value is
incremented at each hop by 1 until at least one of the
unvisited nodes is reachable. The distance value at each
node is updated appropriately. This process continues
round after round until a Hamiltonian path is found (if
there exists one). In our simulations for static topologies, the
algorithm found a Hamiltonian path for all the 50 different
scenarios.

A good token circulation algorithm for a mobile ad hoc
network should show good performance in the presence of
mobility. Existing heuristics for the Hamiltonian circuit
problem are designed for static networks and no simula-
tions or proofs show they work well in mobile environ-
ments. Although we do not have a proof of correctness for
this algorithm, the simulation results are very encouraging.
In the mobile case, we simulated two versions of this
algorithm, an ideal one in which nodes had perfect
knowledge of their neighbors, and a realistic one in which

the nodes relied on hello messages to learn their neighbors.
Since the IS algorithm did not perform particularly well in
the mobile case without perfect knowledge of neighbors, we
omit a detailed discussion of the IS algorithm here.

5 SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present performance evaluation results
for the algorithms discussed above. Of these seven algo-
rithms, the results for the GFN algorithm are not shown, for
reasons stated in Section 4.

The performance evaluation is done with the ns-2
simulator [26] with CMU extensions [6]. We consider a
system consisting of 20 nodes. The transmission range of
each node is 250 m and the bandwidth of the channel is
2Mbps. To model mobility of the nodes, we used the random
waypoint mobility model from [6]. In each mobility scenario
generated using this model, the 20 nodes are initially placed
in randomly chosen positions in a 1; 000m� 300m box.
Then, the nodes follow randomly chosen paths. For our
experiments, we used node speeds of 6, 12, 18, and 24 m/s
and the duration of the simulation was varied inversely
with the speed, with the duration for the slowest speed
(6m/s) being 50 seconds.

Each algorithm runs as an application on top of TCP, the
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol [18], and IEEE
802.11 MAC. By using TCP as the transport protocol, we
ensure that the token does not get lost due to route failures
or transmission errors. To facilitate implementation of the
GRN algorithm, we augmented DSR such that the token
circulation algorithm can obtain the next node on the route
to any given destination (the GRN algorithm does not need
to make use of hello messages for this purpose).

We implemented the “hello” protocol to maintain
neighborhood information—this protocol is used for LF,
LR, GF, and for one of the simulation runs for the Iterative
Search algorithm, but not for GR, GRN, and the other
simulation run for the Iterative Search algorithm. The hello
threshold of 3 was used in all simulations. The hello interval
was varied as explained later.

In our performance evaluation, we measured average
values of the metrics discussed in Section 3. Specifically, the
metrics are the average time in seconds per round, the
average number of bytes transmitted per round (including
any hello packets, TCP packets, and medium access control
packets), and the average number of nodes visited per
round. The following parameters were varied:

. Hello interval. In our simulations, hello interval
values of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 second are used. As
described earlier, some of our algorithms find it
useful to know the neighbors of the node that holds
the token. Of course, since the nodes are mobile, it
is not possible to maintain perfect knowledge of the
neighborhood. The accuracy of this information
may affect the overhead of the token circulation
mechanisms.

An issue of interest to us is the frequency with
which the hello messages are transmitted. Greater
frequency results in greater accuracy in the neigh-
borhood information, but also greater overhead of
the hello messages. The issue of hello frequency has
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been previously studied in the context of unicast
routing in ad hoc networks [6], however, here we
consider the impact of hello frequency (or hello
interval) on the overhead of token circulation
algorithms.

. Speed. The speed at which the nodes move in a
random mobility pattern.

In the following, we first present simulation results in the
case when there is no mobility and the topologies are
connected. The reason to consider static scenarios is to
obtain some intuition about the behavior of the algorithms
in the simpler case. Then, we consider the simulation results
when there is mobility and discuss how mobility affects the
behavior of the algorithms.

5.1 Static Topologies

In this case, we generated many connected random graph
topologies for the 20 nodes and simulated the various
algorithms. Since the topology is static, the routes, once
determined using DSR, do not break during the simulation.
Figs. 3, 4, and 5 show the results we obtained. These are
plots, for each algorithm, of the number of nodes visited,
number of bytes sent, and amount of time elapsed per
round, averaged over 50 different scenarios.

For the number of nodes visited per round, the GF and
the GR algorithms perform the best; this is of course by
definition, since we are only counting the number of visited
nodes and not the number of nodes that relay the token.
(The GF and GR algorithms pay a cost in terms of bytes and
time for having the perfect round length.) Good perfor-
mance in terms of round length is exhibited by the Iterative
Search algorithm, which converges to the optimal round
length after some time and by the LR algorithm, which
within one round converges to close to the optimal round
length. In Section 4, we mentioned that the LF algorithm
had the unfortunate property that the round length can
increase without bound in certain topologies. Our simula-
tion results indicate that this property of the LF algorithm
occurs in many graphs rather than on a small set of graphs.

For the time and number of bytes per round, our results
show the same trends per algorithm as for the round length.
The Iterative Search algorithm exhibits the best perfor-
mance, followed by the LR algorithm. Again, the simulation
results of the LF algorithm indicate the unfortunate
property of unbounded round length in certain topologies.
The main difference, as noted above, is that the GF and GR
algorithms are no longer optimal.

Among the global algorithms, the GF algorithm performs
the best since ties in this algorithm are broken by preferring
the neighboring node. Thus, this global algorithm benefits
by also making use of local neighborhood information. The
GRN algorithm’s performance is also comparable to the
local algorithms and the GF algorithm due to the fact that
the intermediate nodes are visited.

5.2 Dynamic Topologies

For the simulation of dynamic topologies, we have two sets
of plots:
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1. First, we vary the speed of the nodes (6, 12, 18, and

24 m/seconds) and find the average amount of time,

average number of bytes and the average number of
nodes visited per round for all the scenarios with the

different speeds.
2. Second, we vary the hello intervals (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and

0.7 seconds) and find the average amount of time,

average number of bytes, and the average number of

nodes visited per round for all the scenarios with the

different hello intervals.

In both cases, the number of scenarios simulated is 30.

Recall that the duration of the simulation was varied

inversely with the speed, with the duration for the slowest

speed (6 m/s) being 50 seconds.1

When we simulated mobility, the LR algorithm continues
to performwell in all situations, similar to the static topology
cases. We found that the behavior of the other algorithms
became somewhat unpredictable in some cases—the simula-
tion results are presented in Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 and
discussed later.We attribute this aspect of our results to three
factors:

1. The effect of uncertainty in the topology knowl-
edge due to the hello protocol. Since hello packets
are sent at finite intervals, and the hello threshold
must necessarily be nonzero, there is a delay before a
node learns that a new link has been formed, or an
existing link is broken. In addition, since hello
messages are sent unreliably, the loss of several hello
messages consecutively can lead a node to believe
that a link is broken, when it really is not broken.

2. The effect of the TCP timeout intervals when
partitions occur. This phenomenon is similar to
what has been observed in previous studies of TCP
on ad hoc networks [17]. In some of our mobility
patterns, partitions occasionally occur, and last for
nonnegligible intervals of time. Since the global
algorithms may choose any node in the network as
the destination, the token-holder may choose an
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Fig. 6. Average time per round versus speed for dynamic topologies.

Fig. 7. Average bytes per round versus speed for dynamic topologies.

Fig. 8. Averegae round length versus speed for dynamic topologies.

Fig. 9. Average time versus hello interval.

1. For both versions of the Iterative Search algorithm, an additional
20 seconds, during which no topology changes took place, was
appended to the simulation time. Since this algorithm relies more on
past history than the others, we thought this would give the
algorithm a better opportunity to converge; however, it still did not
perform particularly well in the realistic case when hello messages
were used.



unreachable node as the destination—the TCP
connection attempting to send the token to this node
will timeout, backoff the timeout interval, and retry.
Multiple timeouts and retries may occur if the
partition lasts for a long interval. Now, when
eventually the partitions do merge, the TCP timeout
intervals may have become very large, and it takes a
while for the TCP connection to send the token
again, resulting in a loss of time. Even in case of local
schemes, this situation can occur because the local
topology information is not accurate at all instants of
time—specifically, it takes some time for a node to
determine that its link with another node is broken.
Thus, a node may attempt to send a packet to a node
that is actually partitioned away, even when a local
scheme is used. However, the likelihood of these
events when using local schemes is much lower than
when using the global schemes.

3. The chaotic nature of the algorithms themselves.
This chaotic nature is easy to see in the case of
algorithm LF, which relies on information about
how frequently the neighboring nodes have been
visited by the token. In case of LF, small changes in
the topology have big effects on the round length.
For instance, in Fig. 2, we saw that the round length
using algorithm LF grows without bound. However,
if an edge is added between nodes 1 and 3, then the
round length quickly stabilizes to five, which is
optimal. As the topology changes with node move-
ment, the system could be switching back and forth
between topologies with bounded and unbounded
round lengths with respect to LF.

Effect of speed. Figs. 6, 7, and 8 show the plots of the
average time per round, average number of bytes per
round, and average round length versus speed for all the
algorithms. For time and bytes, the algorithms from best to
worst are ordered: LR, ideal IS, LF, GRN, GF, IS with hello,
and GR. More specifically, the average time per round of
LR, LF, and ideal IS increases very slowly with speed, while
GRN, GF, IS with hello, and GR exhibit increasingly more
nonmonotonic behavior as speed increases. Similarly, the
average number of bytes per round of LR, LF, ideal IS, and

GF increases very slowly with speed, GRN and IS with hello
exhibit higher and nonmonotonic behavior, and GR shows
significantly worse behavior that increases with speed. For
round length, the ranking is consistent except for the fact
that GR and GF by definition are optimal. More specifically,
GR and GF have the optimal round length of 20, the round
lengths of LR, LF, and ideal IS are all in the low 20s
regardless of the speed, GRN’s behavior is nonmonotonic,
and IS with hello shows significantly worse behavior that
increases with speed. However, it is worth noting that this
metric alone is not adequate to measure the algorithm
behavior since GR and GF have higher time and byte
overheads. We conjecture that the nonmonotonicity exhib-
ited in these plots is due to the factors discussed above.

Effect of hello interval length. Figs. 9, 10, and 11 show
the plots of the average time per round, average number of
bytes per round, and average round length versus hello
interval length for all the algorithms. The rankings of the
algorithms is essentially the same as that observed when
speed was varied.

In general, the larger the hello interval, the fewer the
number of bytes that will be sent for hello messages.
However, a larger hello interval means that the neighbor
information can be more out-of-date, thus possibly incur-
ring more bytes on behalf of the algorithms. This complex
interaction contributes to the nonmonotonic behavior
observed in our simulations.

Our simulations indicate that the LR algorithm gives the
best overall performance.

6 ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHM LOCAL-RECENCY

In Section 5, we saw that the LR algorithm performs well in
both static and dynamic network simulations. In particular,
the round length is very close to the optimal round length of
n. However, our attempts to prove a good upper bound on
the behavior of the LR algorithm, in the static case, were not
successful. Surprisingly, we are able to exhibit a class of
graphs for which the worst-case round length of LR is
exponential in the number of nodes in the graph.

If the topology graph is directed, then the LR algorithm
can have exponential behavior [19]. In particular, on the
graph in Fig. 12, the LR algorithm has round length
2
nþ1
2 � 1. This is the same graph on which a random walk
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Fig. 10. Average bytes versus hello interval.
Fig. 11. Average round length versus hello interval.



requires exponential expected time to visit every node.
However, when this graph has undirected edges, the LR
round length is only OðnÞ: If n ¼ 4k� 1, k � 0, the round
length is 5n�3

4 for all the rounds; if n ¼ 4kþ 1, k > 0, the
length of the first round is 5n�1

4 and the length of the
subsequent rounds is 7n�15

4 .
The rest of this section is devoted to showing exponential

upper and lower bounds on the worst-case round length of
the LR algorithm when the topology graph is undirected.

Let GðV ;EÞ be a connected undirected graph. In the
sequel, the degree of node p is denoted by degreeðpÞ, the set
of neighbors in V � S of nodes in S is denoted by NðSÞ, the
maximum degree of G (the maximum number of neighbors
of all the nodes in G) is denoted by � and the diameter of G
(the number of vertices on the longest shortest path) is
denoted by D.

In Section 4.2, we saw that every node is visited infinitely
often. Here, we prove the round length is Oðn ��DÞ.
Lemma 1. We have the following properties of LR’s execution on

any graph:

a. If a node p is visited degreeðpÞ þ 1 times in a segment
of the execution, then all the neighbors of p are visited
in this segment.

b. If p is visited no more than k times in an execution,
then every neighbor q of p is visited no more than
ðkþ 1Þ � degreeðqÞ times in this execution.

Proof. Let � be a segment of the execution in which node p
is visited by the token (degreeðpÞ þ 1) times. So, the
sequence of events in � is

h� � � ; v1; � � � ; v2; � � � ; vdegreeðpÞþ1; � � �i;

where each vi is the event that p gets the token for the ith
time.

Suppose p’s timestamp is updated to t when it is
visited in event v1. Given a state of the system, we divide
the neighbors of p into two subsets, N1 for the nodes with
timestamps larger than t and N2 for the others. Notice
the only way for a node to move from N2 to N1 is to be
visited by the token. At the beginning of �, we have
N2 ¼ NðfpgÞ and jN2j ¼ degreeðpÞ.

Each time p gets the token, p chooses the next token
holder from N2 until N2 is empty. Thus, jN2j is decreased

by 1 each time p is visited. So, it takes at most degreeðpÞ
times to empty N2. Thus, when p is visited for the
ðdegreeðpÞ þ 1Þth time, N2 is empty, that is, every
neighbor of p is visited in �. Thus, (a) is proven.

Consider the sequence of visited nodes �0 in an
execution in which p is visited k times. The occurrences
of p divide �0 into kþ 1 subsequences. By (a), each
neighbor q of p occurs no more than degreeðqÞ times in
each subsequence, thus in �0, q appears no more than
ðkþ 1Þ � degreeðqÞ times. So, (b) is proven. tu

Theorem 2. Every round of LR on any graph has length
Oðn ��DÞ.

Proof. Consider any execution � of LR and any round.
Suppose p is the last node of this round. Notice that this
is the first time p is visited in this round. From a) in
Lemma 1, each neighbor q0 of p is visited no more than
degreeðq0Þ � � times in this round. By b) in Lemma 1,
each neighbor q00 of q0 is visited no more than ð�þ 1Þ �
degreeðq00Þ � �2 þ� times. Similarly, each node q at
distance k from p is visited no more than �k þ�k�1 þ
� � � þ� times in this round. Thus, the length of the round
is no more than

1þ

ð�Þ � jNðpÞjþ

ð�þ�2Þ � jNðNðpÞÞjþ

ð�þ�2 þ�3Þ � jNðNðNðpÞÞÞjþ

� � �

ð�þ�2 þ � � � þ�D�1Þ � jNð� � �NðNðpÞÞ � � �Þj

� n � ð1þ�þ � � � þ�D�2 þ�D�1Þ

¼ Oðn ��DÞ:
ut

Theorem 2 gives a fairly loose bound. It is possible that
no graph actually exhibits such bad behavior. We next show
a family of graphs on which the LR round length is
exponential.

A graph is said to have a fixed point round if the execution
of the LR algorithm on that graph, when considered as a
sequence of rounds �1; �2; . . . , has the property that for
some k � 1, �k ¼ �kþ1 ¼ . . . . Furthermore, the sequence �k is
said to be the fixed point round.

Let S be a graph on the set of nodes f1; . . . ;mg, we define
S to satisfy the condition FP if there are two nodes r and p
in S and an integer t > 1, such that if the token starts at r, S
has a fixed point round � satisfying:

. FP1. The last node of � is r.

. FP2. p occurs t times in �, and every neighbor of p
occurs between every two consecutive occurrences
of p in �, and either before the first occurrence of p or
after the last occurrence of p in �.

The reason for these conditions will be explained shortly.
Fig. 13 depicts a unit disk graph that satisfies FP with

r ¼ 16, p ¼ 27, and t ¼ 2. If the token is started at 16, the
fixed point round is 13, 12, 1, 2, 3, 27, 10, 9, 8, 26, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 23, 22, 21, 20, 19, 18, 17, 5, 4, 3, 2, 24, 25, 11, 10, 27, 3, 4, 26,
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Fig. 12. A directed graph with exponential round length.



8, 7, 6, 5, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 9, 10, 11, 25, 24, 2, 1, 12, 15,
14, 13, 16 and has length 58. The bold nodes in this sequence
are r, p, and the neighbors of p.

We now consider the construction of a family of graphs,
Gk, k ¼ 1; 2; � � � . Informally, Gk consists of k copies of a
graph S satisfying FP , hooked together in series, with node
r in one copy connected to node p in the next copy.

More formally, for i � 1, define graph Si to be
isomorphic to S, with each node j, 1 � j � m, in S replaced
with node m � ði� 1Þ þ j in Si. Define node ri ¼ rþ ði� 1Þ �
m and pi ¼ pþ ði� 1Þ �m. Note that each Si satisfies FP

with respect to pi, ri, and t, and the fixed point round of Si

is �i, the result of replacing each occurrence of node j in �

with node m � ði� 1Þ þ j.
For k � 1, we define Gk to be

Sk
i¼1 Si together with the

additional edges ðri; piþ1Þ, 1 � i � k� 1 (see Fig. 14). The
number of nodes in Gk is n ¼ k � jSj ¼ k �m, where m is the
number of nodes in S.

For each k � 1, consider the execution of the LR
algorithm on graph Gk in which the token starts at node
rk. Let ’k denote the resulting fixed point round, if one
exists. In the statement of the next theorem, we use the
notation �ðx ! �Þ to represent the result of replacing every
occurrence of x in the sequence � with the sequence �. For
example, if � ¼ ha; b; c; ai, x ¼ a, and � ¼ hb; ci, then
�ðx ! �Þ ¼ �ða ! hb; ciÞ ¼ hb; c; b; c; b; ci.
Theorem 3. For all k � 1, if the token starts at rk, the fixed

point round ’k for LR on graph Gk ending at node rk
exists. Furthermore, the round sequence is ’1 ¼ � and
’k ¼ �kðpk ! hpk; rk�1; ’k�1; pkiÞ, for k � 2.

Proof. For the base case, G1 equals S and, thus, the theorem
is true. Assume the theorem is true for k� 1 and show it
holds for k.

First, notice that Gk can be viewed as Gk�1 connected
to Sk by the single edge ðrk�1; pkÞ. Thus, if we eliminate
successively repeating nodes, any sequence of visited
nodes of LR on Gk starting at rk is a sequence of visited
nodes of LR on Gk�1 starting at rk�1 when restricted to
the nodes of Gk�1. In Section 4.1, we saw that each node
in the network is visited infinitely often by LR, so this

sequence of LR on Gk�1 is infinite. Thus, there exist fixed
point rounds on Gk�1 ending at rk�1 when restricted to
the nodes of Gk�1 by the inductive hypothesis.

Similarly, if we eliminate successively repeating
nodes, any sequence of visited nodes of LR on Gk

starting at rk is a sequence of visited nodes of LR on Sk

starting at rk when restricted to the nodes of Sk, which is
infinite. So, by condition FP , there exist fixed point
rounds on Sk satifying FP1 and FP2 when restricted to
the nodes of Sk by the property C of Sk. By FP2, we see
that in such fixed point rounds on Sk, between any two
times p is visited, all of p’s neighbors are visited, that is,
starting from the second occurrence of p in the fixed
point rounds, each time p gets the token, all the
neighbors of p have been visited since the last time p
gets the token.

In the following, we consider the execution of LR on
Gk in which the sequence on Gk�1 is the fixed point
rounds, and the sequence on Sk is the sequence after the
second occurrence of p in the fixed point rounds.

Whenever the token comes to pk from some node in Sk,
by the condition FP2 on Sk, every neighbor of pk has been
visitedmore recently than rk�1, so pk forwards the token to
rk�1, which passes the token to the nodes in Gk�1.

The inductive hypothesis implies that rk�1 occurs only
once in ’k�1, namely, at the end. Thus, by the time the
token returns to rk�1, it has visited every node except
rk�1 in Gk�1 along ’k�1, so the token is then sent to pk.
This fact shows ’k ¼ �kðpk ! hpk; rk�1; ’k�1; pkiÞ is true
for Gk. Since ’k�1 and �k are fixed by the inductive
hypothesis and Sk’s property, ’k is fixed. tu

The next theorem gives a tight asymptotic bound on

the length of the fixed point round of Gk. Recall that m is

the number of nodes in each Si, so n ¼ m � k is the

number of nodes in Gk. Thus, the bound is exponential in

the number of nodes.

Theorem 4. j’kj ¼ �ðtnmÞ.
Proof. For k ¼ 1, j’1j ¼ j�j. For k > 1, j’kj ¼ j�j þ t �

ðj’k�1j þ 2Þ by Theorem 3 since each of the t occurrences

of pk in �k, which has the same length as �, is replaced

with hpk; rk�1; ’k�1; pki. The solution to this recurrence is

j’kj ¼ ðj�j þ 2tÞð1þ tþ t2 þ . . .þ tk�2Þ þ j�j � tk�1, k > 1.

Thus, the length of the fixed point round of Gk is

�ðtkÞ ¼ �ðtnmÞ. tu
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Fig. 13. A unit disk graph satisfying FP .

Fig. 14. Construction of Gk.



The graph S in Fig. 13 satisfies conditions FP1 and FP2

with m ¼ 27, t ¼ 2, and j�j ¼ 58. If Gk is constructed from
this graph, then by Theorem 4,

j’kj ¼ �ðtkÞ ¼ �ðtnmÞ ¼ �ð2 n
27Þ:

Let us compare this bound to the one obtained in
Theorem 2, which is Oðn ��DÞ, where � is the maximum
degree and D is the diameter. Since the maximum degree
of Gk is 3 and the diameter of Gk is 7kþ 5, this bound
becomes Oðn � 37kþ5Þ ¼ Oðn � 3 7

27nþ5Þ. Thus, we can see that
the general upper bound is a large overestimate for this
family of graphs.

7 CONCLUSION

We have studied the problem of circulating a token
throughout all the nodes of a mobile ad hoc network, a
problem of interest for implementing totally ordered
message delivery in a group communication service. We
have described several distributed algorithms for this
problem and compared them by simulation. The overall
best algorithm, according to the metrics that we measured,
was the Iterative Search algorithm in the static case and the
LR (Local-Recency) algorithm in the dynamic case. This
difference in performance in the static and the dynamic case
clearly shows us that some algorithms that perform well in
static networks are not well suited for mobility.

Work is in progress to identify characteristics of graphs
on which LR has linear round length; the counterexample
graphs found so far have a complex recursive construction.
We do not have an analysis that shows properties of the
algorithm in the presence of mobility—an adversarial
mobility pattern can potentially prevent a node from
receiving a token. Theoretical analysis of the protocol in
the presence of mobiilty is a topic for future work
(incidentally, as yet there is little, if any, theoretical
complexity analysis of algorithms for mobile scenarios in
ad hoc networks).

Additional work is needed to integrate token circulation
as described here with the mechanisms of a complete group
communication service. On the theoretical side, if upper
bounds on the overhead of these algorithms and/or lower
bounds on the achievable overhead could be obtained, they
could be compared with simulated performance of the
proposed approaches.

Finally, the algorithms presented here are not tolerant of
token loss (due to node failure or message loss) or of long-
term partitions of the ad hoc network. One way to handle
token loss is with a self-stabilizing algorithm. Self-stabiliz-
ing token circulation algorithms have been developed for
static networks [11], [21] and for mobile networks [13], [7].
Integrating self-stabilization into the algorithm of this paper
is left for future work. Handling partitions is part of the
purpose of the membership maintenance aspect of a group
communication service and often depends on the applica-
tion semantics.

APPENDIX

Variables in token:

. visited[]: array of booleans, one entry per node, indicates

whether that node has been visited yet in the current

round; initially all false
. counting: boolean indicating whether counts are to be

calculated; initially false

. count: integer; initially 0

Local variables of node i; 0 � i < n:

. neighborCount[]: array of counts for i’s neighbors; initially

all ?
. curSender: id of node (other than self) that sent the token to

i most recently
. prevSender: id of node (other than self) that sent the token

to i previously

_____________________________________________________

1. when node i receives token from node j:

2. neighborCount[j] := token.count

3. if(token.visited[i] = false) then

4. token.visited[i] := true

5. if (i 6¼ j) then
prevSender:= curSender; curSender:= j;

endif

6. endif

7. next:= getNext()

8. neighborCount[next] := token.count

9. send token to next

10. functiongetNext() returns node id

11. N := set of ids of all neighbors of i
12. UV := {k : token.visited[k] = false}

13. UVN :¼ N \ UV // unvisited neighbors

14. if ðjUV j ¼ 0Þ then // all nodes are visited

15. token.visited[k] := false, 0 � k < n

16. token.counting:= false

17. token.count:= 0

18. return i

19. else if ðjUVNj ¼ 0Þ then // backtrack
20. token.counting:= true

21. token.count := 1þmaxðtoken:countg [
fneighborCount½k� : k 2 NgÞ

22. return curSender

23. else // there is an unvisited neighbor

24. token.counting:= false

25. token.count:= 0

26. if ð9k 2 N s.t. neighborCount½k� ¼ ?Þ then
27. return any such k

28. else

29. m :¼ minðfneighborCount½k� : k 2 UVNgÞ
30. S :¼ fk 2 UVN : neighborCount½i� ¼ mg
31. if prevSender 2 S then return prevSender

32. else return any k 2 S endif

33. endif

34. endif
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